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‘‘And … let me guess what you do’
The Earl of Wessex
meets with our
Chairman of Surrey
BKA
The ‘Bees & Honey’
marquee at the Surrey
County Show in June,
received a Royal visitor.
Prince Edward was
introduced to Bob
Maurer by the Chief
Steward and Secretary of
the SBKA Show
Committee, Anne
Buckingham from
Farnham BKA.
Photo by

Richard Bradfield
Have you a striking, unusual or
topical honey bee related image
to share with us all?
Send it to the
editors

Dates for your Diary
Sunday

1st July

Smallholders Show

Eddie Webster

Ardingly

Sunday

1st July

Go Green at Gatton Park

Mike Hill

Reigate Hill

Saturday

7th July

BBKA Basic Exams

Celia Perry

Henfold

Saturday

7th July

RBKA Summer BBQ

Paul Cleaver

Henfold

17:00

Saturday

7th July

Hearing Dogs for the Deaf Summer
Fair - Pixholme Court Nurseries

Jack Chapman

Pixham Lane,
Dorking

12:00

Juniper Hall Butterfly Garden Show

Mike Hill

Mickleham

11:00

Sat / Sunday 7th 8th Jul

13:00

Saturday

14th July

South Holmwood VPA Show

Mike Hill

South Holmwood

13:00

Saturday

21st July

Leigh Fete & Flower Show

Mike Hill

Leigh

14;00

Saturday

4th Aug

Okewood Hill Show

Paul Cleaver

Okewood Hill

14:00

Fourth Friday each Month

Farmers Market

Richard Woodhouse

Reigate

Wednesdays April - August

Apiary Meeting

Henfold

18:30

First Wednesday each Month
Sept - March

Winter Meetings

Woodhatch

19:30

Comments about and contributions for publication in

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 20th of the preceding month.
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
It’s show time……
This months edition includes quite a few articles with a ‘Show Time’ theme. Commencing with
our exclusive ‘Photo of the Month’, coverage of the Surrey County Show itself provides a
showcase for the efforts of members drawn from all the Surrey BKA divisions. Not to be
outdone, Honey Show successes for Reigate members at the South of England Show are also
reported. And we have further advance notice of our own Reigate Honey Show in October, with
a prompt for you to be filling the tables at the Show with loads of entries.
Also included is a first report about the responses to the
Readership Survey, which was
your opportunity to ‘show’ us what you think of it so far ………and we were relieved that ‘rubbish’
was not a description that arose at all.
Firstly, our grateful thanks go to the 42% of all members that took part. This was a better
‘turnout’ than most parliamentary or council elections usually muster!! What you have provided
are many constructive suggestions and helpful comments that we will consider carefully during
the next few weeks, and will guide our future content. Meanwhile, your ratings of the current
content, have provided a good steer about what you want more of and could manage with less
of. In the main however, we seem to be getting it about right… phew. In mitigation and
explanation, a few comments follow about the four least rated topics.
The ‘Meet the Committee’ page will eventually only appear to introduce new committee
members, and there are only a few more of the current incumbents yet to be ‘introduced’. The
‘Photo of the Month’ was intended to inspire members to submit images of their own for all to
enjoy. A slow start so far, but more contributions will we hope increase the relevance. The
newly introduced ‘Honey Recipe’ feature … is new, and we hope you develop a taste for it.
‘Library News’ is an occasional feature, and its low relevance rating may reflect the use of the
Internet for information. We will work on broadening its appeal and usefulness.
Rest assured, we are grateful for all the feedback and guidance.

Richard and Graham
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Events News
The Surrey County Show 2012 - a right Royal event.
In the midst of the Diamond Jubilee
events, the Surrey County Show
was on Monday 4th June at Stoke
Park, Guildford.

Leading the patriotic charge in the
sale of Honeybee products was
this stand, manned here by
Pauline and Robin Sparkes
(Reigate), that was soon doing
brisk business.

This event provides SBKA with a
significant public showcase and
venue for its annual Honey Show. Visitors were able to taste and
Whilst many of us were following the river sample a range of honeybee
pageant scenes, considerable ‘behind the scenes’ products.
efforts by members drawn from all
SBKA
divisions was expended during much of the
Sunday in erecting the Bees & Honey marquee
and setting up displays.

Included in manning benches
[right]: Steve Secker (Epsom);
Jill
Tyndale
(Wimbledon);
Marion Cooper (Weybridge);
Jean Frost (Meon Valley);
Rob and Chris Chisholm
(Weybridge); David Claque
(Farnham).

The Honey Show exhibits, managed
by Hon Entries Secretary Hazel
Sharples (Farnham) were on prominent
display for public scrutiny before,
during and after the meticulous The Surrey County Show was this year visited by
scrutiny of Show Judge Vivienne
the Earl and Countess of
Brown (Buckinghamshire) and Judges
Wessex, and whilst Sophie was
Steward Evelyn Pelham (Guildford)
on Sheep & Pig tent tour duties,
[right & next page].
Prince
Edward’s
itinerary
included
the
Bees
&
Honey
The public were able to
show.
Very
appropriate
given
closely watch live inspections of one
his
reported
involvement
in
of two National hives, complete with
beekeeping.
accompanying commentary, that
were made throughout the day by Accompanied by The Lady
Bob Maurer (Reigate) and Martin Griffiths, President of the
Gardiner (Guildford).
Surrey Agricultural Society,
[above, centre frame], the
Caught here on duty at the two
Royal visitor stopped by a
Observation
hives,
providing
number of displays, [right].
explanations and to help visitors
‘find the Queen’ are; Sue Lawes
Serena Fraser (Kingston),
(SBKA Membership Sec) [top right];
proffered her samples of
David Dennington (Farnham) [middle
honey;
right]; Malcolm Clarke (Guildford)
Vivienne enjoyed a remark
[bottom right].
about her judging of the Show
Michael Main (Weybridge) with David
entries;
Dennigton (Farnham) [below left],
And Bob appeared to be
were
kept
busy
distributing
offering an apology for one of
information; whilst Martin Kenny
our queens being reluctant to
with Mike Axford (Kingston) [below
make a public appearance.
middle] were on-call by the virtual
hive and AV display.
The whistle-stop Royal tour
There was even an opportunity to
concluded with the Chief Steward
Roll-a-Candle [below right].
and SBKA Show Committee
Secretary,
Anne
Buckingham
(Farnham), presenting the Earl of
Wessex with a jar of Surrey Honey.
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Surrey County Honey Show - Results 2012

Mark Chatterton: The Golder Memorial Trophy
Peter Dawson: The Colman Cup
Peter Dawson: The Composite Cup
Guy Elliot: The Ken Reed Trophy
Peter Dawson: Blue Ribbon - Best in Show
Farnham: Vincent Challenge Cup
Class

#

Member

Guildford
Farnam
Guildford
…

Two Jars Honey 1 Peter Dawson
- Dark
..

Guildford
..

Two Jars Honey 1 Corina Larby
- Soft Set or
2 Peter Dawson
Crystallised
3 Tony Kirkby

Farnham
Guildford
Guildford

Cut Comb

1
2
3
4

Guildford
Guildford
Farnham
Farnham

One Comb of
Honey for
extraction

1 Gerald Pelham
2 Steve Cotney
3 Alistair Welch

Guildford
Guildford
Farnham

One Piece of
Beeswax
425g - 482g

1 Guy Elliot
2 Peter Dawson
3 Bob Maurer

Farnham
Guildford
Reigate

Beeswax
Candles - pair

1 Corina Larby
2 Mark Chatterton
3 Peter Dawson

Farnham
…
Guildford

Three Pieces of
Beeswax

1 Guy Elliot
2 Peter Dawson
3 Bob Maurer

Farnham
Guildford
Reigate

Jar of Honey
1
(Gift)
- 2
light, medium
3
or dark
4

Peter Dawson
Tony Kirkby
Hazel Sharples
Evelyn Pelham

1 Peter Dawson
2 Hazel Sharples
3 ..

Guildford
Farnam
..

Honey Cake

1
2
3
4

…
Guildford
Guildford
Farnham

Honey Biscuits

1 Mike Dorricot
2 Corina Larby
3 Guy Elliot

Division

Two Jars Honey 1 Peter Dawson
- Light or
2 Corina Larby
Medium
3 Tony Kirkby
4 Conrad Chatterton

Peter Dawson
Evelyn Pelham
Anne Buckingham
Guy Elliot

Jar of Honey
(Gift) crystallised or
soft set

Guildford
Guildford
Farnham
Guildford

Conrad Chatterton
Andrew Gibb
Evelyn Pelham
Guy Elliot

Farnham
Farnham
Farnham

Btl. Mead Sweet 1 Deborah Greenhill Farnham
Btl. Mead Dry

1 Mike Dorricot

Farnham

Composite
Class - display

1 Peter Dawson
2 Gerald Pelham

Guildford
Guildford

Honey &
Beeswax
Products

1 Guy Elliot
2 Corina Larby
3 ..

Farnham
Farnham
..

Interesting or
Instructive
Exhibit

1 Gerald Pelham
2 David Dennington
3 Corina Larby

Guildford
Farnham
Farnham

Sale Display

1
2
3
4

Peter Dawson
Alistair Welch
Mark Chatterton
Andrew Gibb

Guildford
Farnham
…
Guildford

Novice Class Jar any Honey

1 Mark Chatterton
2 Mike Dorricot

…
Farnham

Benchworthy
Class - Jar of
any Honey

1
2
3
4

Conrad Chatterton
Anne Buckingham
Hazel Sharples
Mark Chatterton

…
Farnham
Farnham
…

Photo Print

1
2
3
4

Malcolm Deacon
Deborah Greenhill
Steve Cotney
Conrad Chatterton

Farnham
Farnham
Guildford
…

Footnote to ALL Reigate members, except Bob:
Next year can we endeavour to get our division featuring in the right hand columns a few more times?
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South of England Show - Results
The results for Reigate
entrants to the Honey
Show competition at
Ardingly, West Sussex
are
reported
by
Pauline
Sparkes,
South of England Show
Secretary.
Hard on the heels of the Surrey County Show,
our honeybee products were once again on
show to the public and under the scrutiny of
judges at the even larger and longer South
of England Show, held on the 7th, 8th and
9th of June.
There were fewer honey exhibits from
Reigate BKA members than I would have
liked, but the quality was very good. In fact,
the five members who did exhibit all achieved
good placing's in their entry Classes.
Well done us! My thanks to all that exhibited,
but it would be very nice if we could have a
few more entrants and even more winners
next year.

Class 1:
Bounty from the Hive

2nd Celia Perry &
Maggie Minter

Class 2:
Medium Honey

1st

Bob Maurer

Class 11:
Beeswax Cake

1st

Bob Maurer

Class 12:
One x 1 lb of Honey
by a Novice

1st

Celia Perry -

Class 13:
Dry Mead

3rd Celia Perry
4th Bob Maurer

Class 14:
Sweet Mead

1st Celia Perry
2nd Robin Sparkes

Class 15:
Honey Fruit Cake

1st

awarded The South
of England Perpetual
Challenge Trophy

Celia Perry

Class 22:
2nd Pauline Sparkes
Three Beeswax Blocks 4th Bob Maurer
Class 23:
Honey Biscuits

2nd Celia Perry

Class 24:
Honey Sweetmeats
(gift)

1st

Pauline Sparkes

Bee Disease Recognition Clinic
The clinic stressed the importance of colony
inspection armed with a knowledge of brood
diseases, together with the necessity of
contacting the Bee Inspectors if in any doubt
th
diseases on the 14 June. The clinic which was about the health of your bees.
led by Regional Bee Inspector Alan Byham
A ‘hands on’ session was also held which
started with a question session based on
enabled us all to study real brood frames with
photographs of brood in various conditions.
examples of various diseases, and illustrated
This quickly confirmed how much there was
the tests undertaken to identify diseases such
to learn, and the value of the clinic.
as AFB, EFB, and Sacbrood.
A number of Reigate BKA members - the
largest contingent of visitors - joined fellow
bee keepers from the Wisborough Green BKA
for an excellent morning devoted to brood

Slide presentations illustrated AFB, EFB,
Chalkbrood, Sacbrood, Bald Brood, viruses,
and Varroa damage. Other topics included hive
hygiene and the causes, treatment and
prevention of brood diseases.

A
really
enjoyable
and
informative clinic for which we
are grateful to our Wisborough
Green colleagues for arranging
and inviting us to join them.

Practical Queen Rearing Day at East Surrey Bees
Sunday 15th July 2012 10:30 am – 4:00 pm, cost £50 including a ploughman’s type lunch.
For details either:
Visit www.eastsurreybees.co.uk/index.html, Email enquire@eastsurreybees.co.uk
or Phone 01883 622788 and speak to Celia or David Rudland at East Surrey
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Remember the RBKA Summer BBQ will take
place at Henfold Copse Apiary on Saturday
7th July, commencing at 5:00 pm.
Hot coals to cook on and gazebos to shelter under (in
case it rains) will be provided. Bring your own meat to cook, and seats.
To ensure that sufficient BBQ facilities, fuel and gazebos etc, are provided on the day,
please let Paul Cleaver know that you are coming, who you
will be bringing and what puddings or salads you will be providing.

email: cleaver.paul@gmail.com

Tel: 01306 730188

Honey Show Saturday - 6th October 2012
The RBKA Honey Show will be held at the beginning of October and there will be more
news about it in future editions of
. The show schedule is being circulated with this
edition, and it will also be available at Henfold Copse Apiary until the end of August.
The entry form will be distributed later. Please have a look at the schedule to see what
classes you might be able to enter.
The Show is for everyone to take part. When I was new to beekeeping, a person with only
five jars of honey from their first extraction won the Novice Class with one of those jars, so
it can be done - and no that person wasn’t me.
Celia Perry

Apiary News
Henfold Copse Pavilion Groundwork
On Tuesday 11th June, during a rare sunny
afternoon, a small but keen and enthusiastic
team of chaps took the first step towards
preparing the site for the Pavilion. A number of
trees, too close to where the foundations will
be laid, were felled.

by Andrew Buchanan

On behalf of the committee and I suspect the
membership, I thank Tim, Roy, Vince and Colin
for all the hard work they put into the task.

The next steps are to apply for Planning
Permission from the local Council, and to grind
out the tree stumps so as to leave only the
Tim Burke, who is a professional Tree roots underground. It will take about a year
Surgeon, shinned up and down the trees and before they wither sufficiently to allow the
carried out the actual felling. Tim was ably foundations to be laid.
assisted on the ground by Roy Cottington,
Vince Gallo, Colin Clement, and an old In addition, the remaining pile of branches
needs to be chipped and spread over the
codger and his dog!
sunken ground areas throughout the copse.
The three fellas, Roy, Vince and Colin, chopped
up logs into manageable lengths and cleared For this latter task, if anyone is keen to lend a
the smaller branches into a pile ready to be hand and a wheelbarrow for what may be a
week day effort, please contact me.
chipped. The old codger made the tea!
Andrew Buchanan – 01306 712773
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Topical News
Help RBKA by Shopping at Waitrose, Dorking in August
RBKA has been chosen by Waitrose in Dorking to be one of three selected groups which will
benefit from the ‘green token’ collection scheme at the store during the month of August.
These groups will share £1,000 according to how many tokens are put in the individual
collection boxes in the store.
Please tell all …………………..your friends, family, neighbours, parents at your
children’s/grandchildren’s schools, and anyone else you can think of……..and encourage
them to shop at Waitrose in Dorking next month.
And most importantly, to ensure they put their green token in the RBKA box.
A token should be given to you at the checkout whenever you make purchase, there is no
minimum spend. If you aren’t given one, just ask.
Celia Perry

Important Message About Bee Colony Food Levels
The following message was issued by Fera via email in June, and is
included again here to remind us all of the importance of checking
that our bees have sufficient food.
With the continued spell of poor weather in many areas of the UK,
reports are coming in from Regional and Seasonal Bee Inspectors of
starving bee colonies, where the beekeeper is not aware that the
bees are severely short of food.
(If you did not receive the original email direct from Fera, it is recommended that you register with the NBU to
be able to receive useful and important messages like this in the future.)

Bees Particularly at Risk
·
·
·
·
·

Colonies where supers of honey have been removed.
Splits / Artificial Swarms and Nucleus colonies made up this year.
Newly collected and hived swarms.
Populous stocks of bees which haven’t swarmed this year
Colonies where the weather has precluded them gathering sufficient food.
What should Beekeepers do Right Now?

·
·
·
·
·

Firstly - Check all colonies feed levels by ‘hefting the hive’.
Where the hive is light liquid feed should be applied, directly above the bees.
Remove empty super will act as a barrier to the bees getting the food quickly.
Feed sugar / water mixed at 2:1 ratio, or proprietary ready mixed syrups.
Fondant can be used in an emergency if nothing else is available.

Large starving colonies of bees will take 1 gallon (approximately 5 Litres) of syrup very
quickly. After feeding heft hives again – if in doubt feed some more in a few days time.
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Honey Recipes
Favourite Reigate Recipes
Following our request for honey recipes we now have some more splendid recipes collected
by Mike Hill which add to those collected by Audrey Gill, and we will also feature these in
this new series. We would also like volunteers to make the recipes, and send in photographs
of how splendid they look, and reports about how good they taste !!
Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

Recipe (2) Beef Casserole with Honey
2 tablespoons Honey
2 lbs Stewing Beef
1 large Onion
2 tablespoons Lemon Juice
3 teaspoons Mustard
Powder
1 medium Green Pepper
3 sticks of Celery
6 ounces Tomato Ketchup
0.5 lb Carrots
0.75 pint of Water

Heat a little oil in an ovenproof pan or
casserole.
Cut the beef into cubes and brown in the
hot oil.
Slice the vegetables and add to the beef;
mix together the remaining ingredients
and pour over the beef and vegetables.
Cover and cook gently for 1.5 hours or
until the meat is tender.
May be served with rice or mashed
potatoes.

Recipe (3) Honey Swiss Roll

If you like to use unrefined
ingredients in your cooking
try this one.
3 tablespoons Clear Honey
3 Free Range Eggs
3 ounces Wholemeal Flour
3 tablespoons Sugar Free
Jam

Grease and line a Swiss Roll tin.
Set the oven to 220°C or Gas Mark 7.
Put the eggs and honey in a large bowl
over a pan of hot water and beat until the
mixture thickens. Fold in the sifted flour
with a metal spoon. When well combined,
transfer to the baking tin and bake for 8
to 10 minutes. The sponge is ready when
it has shrunk away from the sides of the
tin and feels spongy to the touch. Invert
the sponge on to a sheet of grease proof
paper, remove baking paper and trim the
edges of the sponge. Quickly spread with
jam and roll up.
Eat the same day.

Did you know ?

Bee Facts

Farmers in Kenya use bees to protect their crops from elephants. Elephants are vulnerable
to being stung on the delicate end of their trunk and inside their ears. So farmers suspend
hives from wires around their fields, and connect them so that if disturbed by elephants the
bees fly out to defend the hive. But the elephants can smell the bees, and often their presence
alone is sufficient to keep the elephants away. A case of ‘Hives Save Crops’.
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Questions & Answers
Please send your questions and queries to the editors
page)

(contact details on last

and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What is the Correct Way to Inspect a Double Brood Box?
The prime aim of inspection is to check the
development of the brood chamber, and using
the procedure described here will enable you
to reduce the risk of loosing the queen during
movement of brood boxes, and to increase
the chance of being able to find her, if
needed, during the inspection.

Alternatively place a 'lid' with no openings on
the top brood box.

Stage (1)

Stage (4)

The queen is then certain to not escape.
Stage (3)
Carry out the inspection of the lower box in the
hive.

Place the roof and place upturned on the Transfer the crown board to the lower brood
ground. Remove the crown-board and lean it box.
against a side of the hive.
Carry out the inspection of the top brood box.
Remove all supers and place on the roof.
(Remember - supers contain Human food and (Unless the queen needs to be found it is not
should be not be placed directly on the ground.) necessary to search for her. Eggs and young
larvae show that she is around.)
Check the queen is not on the QE, then remove
the QE and place on the supers. (Making sure Stage (5)
you get it the right way up.)
Remove the crown board from the lower brood
Stage (2)
Remove the top brood box, place on the QE
and then cover with the crown board. (If the
queen is in the top box, since she will usually
try to keep away from the light she is unlikely
to escape through the holes in the crown
board.)

box, replace the top brood box with QE on the
top, and reassemble the hive.
Mike Hill

Question - What is a ‘Bailey Change’ and How Do You Undertake the Process?
The ‘Bailey Change’ is a method used to 2. Centralise the remaining frames.
replace old or diseased frames, and change
3. Place a dummy board on either side of these
them to new frames with clean wax.
frames. (If you have sufficient dummy
It was originally developed by Lesley Bailey,
boards, it is useful to fill the box with these.)
who was an expert on bee diseases. However,
it is not as effective as the ‘Shook Swarm’ 4. Put a new brood box on top, with the same
number of new fresh frames as the original
method which is recommended by the National
brood box. (Ensure that you position the
Bee Unit as an appropriate method to treat
new frames exactly in line with those below.
certain brood diseases.
Again if you have sufficient dummy boards
The method is often undertaken in early April
to fill the box, use them, or alternatively you
to replace old frames, and involves the
could use frame feeders, which is beneficial.)
following steps.
5. Place and fill a contact or other feeder above
1. Remove and dispose of all empty frames in
the brood box. It is a good opportunity to
your brood box.
also use a fresh crown board.
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6. One to two weeks later check that the comb (Note - this box may be removed sooner, if you
are undertaking the process for disease control
is being drawn in the new brood box.
rather than frame replacement. But you will
7. If the queen is laying in these new frames, loose any undeveloped brood.)
and you are certain that she is in the upper
brood box, insert a queen excluder between 11.Remove all but one of the remaining dummy
boards in the new brood box, and place the
the two brood boxes.
queen excluder on top.
8. Add further new frames to either side of the
brood area in the new brood box, removing 12.Dispose of the old frames, and carefully
sterilise your brood box and dummy boards
dummy boards if necessary.
for reuse.
9. Check there is sufficient feed in the feeder,
It is good practice to replace comb and refresh
and repeat this check every week.
your frames every two years. Whilst
10.After a period of three weeks all worker undertaking a Bailey Change, it is also a good
brood in the original lower box will have opportunity to replace any part of the hive with
developed, and you can remove this box and a freshly sterilised or new part.
shake off the bees into the new brood box.
Graham Pooley

New Beekeeping Experiences
My First Swarm Collection Experience
For new beekeepers, and I suspect even those
more experienced, swarm management is a
challenge that gets the adrenaline running.
With thoughts, such as - do I really remember
the ‘artificial swarm’ sequence correctly !! What
if it doesn’t work and they swarm anyway?
So a phone call out of the blue, inviting me to
assist with a live swarm collection was a real
adrenaline boost for this novice beekeeper.

After one false start, we removed the skep, and
tipped out the bees into a national brood box
from Mike Wigley, fitted with foundation
frames which had been laced with honey.
Luckily, we got the
queen in first go, and
the rest were mopped
up quickly. Applause
from the small group
of impressed people,
who were standing
well back but watching us with great interest.

The call was from Richard Woodhouse, and
the swarm had been reported close to my home
in Smallfield. So with no time to think I grabbed
The bees still in Mike’s box, went that evening
my bee suit and set off to join Richard.
to a new member, Richard Patteson-Knight
at Betchworth.
It was a huge prime
swarm. Fortunately
Altogether a good result, and another great
not too high up, but
experience in my continuing journey of learning
awkward because it
about these wonderful creatures.
was lodged at the
top of a thick but
I recommend swarm collection to all new
irregularly truncated
beekeepers, especially those who relish a
holly tree.
challenge, and enjoy the satisfaction of dealing
Thankfully Richard is very experienced in with a different situation every time. But go to
swarm collection, and together using a step the location well prepared, and preferably with
ladder, we managed to coax them up, (after a an experienced beekeeper such as Richard.
lot of pruning), into a skep placed over them.
Graham Pooley
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Meet the Committee
Buzziest Interview - this month: Andrew Buchanan
: What’s happening?
AB: Today, looking after RBKA’s money, the
Pavilion Project, with tree felling and Planning
Permission Application all in hand, and a doze
in the sun with my dog Socks as a pillow.
: How long have you been a beekeeper?
B
AB: My first colony was given to me by Mrs
Zena Clarke, a past President of the BBKA, in
1972, so that’s forty years – on and off.
s: Why beekeeping?
AB: I’m fascinated by the beauty of nature. A
visit to the Bee tent at the 1971 Surrey Show
got me going. The smell and the sound of bees
when opening a hive is what I enjoy the most.
: So you became a Reigate member then?
AB: No, I originally joined the Epsom Division.
Then, one day I found a swarm in my garden
and called Mike Hill to help me tidy up the
mess. It’s his fault that I’m a member of RBKA!
: How many colonies do you manage?
AB: Six years ago I had twenty or so at the
height of the summer. Now I have only five.
: How did you first find yourself involved
with the Committee?
AB: One day I volunteered to tidy up the sheds
at Mickleham! I then found myself building up
the range of discounted products for the
members, only to find I had surreptitiously
acquired the title of Quartermaster.
: And now you’re the Treasurer, what
does that involve?
AB: Recording, analysing and reporting the
income and expenditure of the Division. When
I took on the role we had 80 members, now we
have 221 and an automated computer system.
: An important role no doubt?
AB: Well, members have a right to expect that
all their income and expenditure is accurately
recorded and analysed. This also helps the
Committee to control the funds to best effect.
: How much time does it take a month?
AB: About two days, but more in October. The
Pavilion Project has required a lot of additional
time and I expect this will continue through to
the completion, which may take some years.

: What’s the best aspect of the role?
AB: Achieving a great deal of pleasure from
providing the highest quality service I can to
our members. All RBKA’s efforts should aim to
provide the best standard possible.
: And the worst…?
AB: Finding discrepancies when mistakes are
made and ‘check’ figures don’t agree. Oh yes,
and filling in the BDI Certificates by hand
especially during October each year.
: What IS your secret to winning the
Competition Comb trophy?
AB: I ask each bee personally to do their best
for me in return for some lovely syrup later in
the year – and we trust each other!
It occurs to me that the trophy is awarded to a
member who does absolutely nothing towards
its creation. I have been very happy to feel a
bit of a fraud for the past 6 years!
: Do you have a message for the
membership?
AB: I have been so lucky to be part of such a
super ‘club’ and have had the opportunity to
meet such a friendly bunch of people whose
company has given me such fun? Thanks for
the memories and putting up with me – but I
haven’t done yet.
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: Thank you Andrew.

Reigate Membership = 221

Members News

Content Section

Readership Survey 2012
About who responded…
A respectable 90 responses received, 42% of
the total membership. Understandably, most of
those responses were from Registered members
(90%), but all other classes of membership were
also represented; Partners (1%), Associated
(4%), Country (2%) and Friends (2%).
A wide range of beekeeping experience was also
represented, with 12% being first year Novices,
44% with 1-3 years, 22% with 3-10 years and
17% with over 10 years experience. A further
5% were either non or lapsed beekeepers.
A reassuring 97% or respondents actually read
, slightly ahead of readership of BeeCraft
(93%) and BBKA News (85%).
A voracious 38% of you seemingly read every
last one of these words, with 53% contenting
themselves with reading just most of them …
leaving 9% being more selective.
by email,
Of those respondents receiving
79% read it on-screen and 21% indicated that
they print out the file for reading.
(Incidentally readership of the BeeBase emailed
bulletins was disappointingly low at 23%.
Particularly as this free FERA service is a source
of very topical news and advice that may not be
able to wait for ‘next editions’ of any newsletter
or journal.)

Usefulness &
Relevance
Very Quite Not

Preferred amount of
Content
More Same Less

Advice & Tips

88%

7%

5% 57% 40%

3%

DIY Suggestion

77% 17%

6% 43% 51%

6%

Contacts

77% 16%

7% 15% 83%

2%

Topical News

69% 28%

3% 26% 72%

2%

Diary Dates

68% 22% 10% 14% 82%

4%

Editorial/Content

68% 25%

7%

9% 82%

9%

Q’s & A’s

68% 25%

7% 31% 65%

4%

New BK’s Exp.

61% 32%

7% 39% 54%

7%

Apiary News

60% 34%

6% 20% 74%

6%

Equipment News

60% 32%

8% 24% 71%

5%

Members News

55% 32% 13% 20% 67% 13%

Swarm News

56% 37%

Event News

52% 38% 10%

Meet the Comit 'e

45% 39% 16% 14% 62% 24%

Honey Recipes

24% 46% 30% 16% 64% 20%

Photo of Month

24% 46% 30%

6% 76% 18%

Library News

23% 53% 24%

5% 76% 19%

Total /Overall

87% 12%

2% 86% 12%

7% 25% 65% 10%

1%

8% 88%

4%

Moving forward…
It was heartening to see that whilst only 11% of
respondents had already contributed articles or
material, an additional 58% indicated that they
were either very likely, or would possibly,
contribute. That’s over 50 of you, go for it!

Some 37 extremely constructive suggestions
were submitted. They will be carefully
We asked your opinions about the usefulness,
considered and summarised for the next edition,
relevance and amount of content for each of the
by which time some may have been acted upon.
sections.
Nearly a third of the 11% of respondents who
There is a clear appetite for more DIY and
are not receiving their own email copy directly,
especially Advice & Tips, (green in the table).
or at all, or who currently receive a printed copy,
So, advance warning to our sources … we may
have indicated that they would like to start to
be tapping into you more frequently.
receive copies by direct email.
A significant core of the content (yellow)
Any finally, on the question about the potential
appears to be meeting with your approval for
of a web based searchable library of published
both relevance and quantity.
issues, a combined 87% of you thought it either
A few sections, (red), whilst not disliked, seem a Very, Quite or Could-be useful facility. We will
to be less well regarded. (See Editorial for an take that as a Yes.
initial reaction)
A big THANK YOU…
A tremendous 87% of respondents gauged the
… to all that contributed to this survey. It has
content to be generally very relevant to
been extremely useful to see the breadth of
their interest in beekeeping and 86% judged the opinions and views expressed.
R&G
amount of all content to be about right.
About what you thought …
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BBKA Modules - March Exam Results
Congratulations to all those
members who passed the
BBKA module written exams
held in March.

Another name to add to the roll call in last
months
is:Module 2
Honeybee Management
Richard Ramsden - Credit

Well done to all candidates.

'We also wish all the Reigate candidates who are taking the basic assessment
on 7th July the very best of luck'

Equipment News
Jars, Lids and Varroa Treatments
Whether or not you presently think you will All orders will be delivered to Henfold Copse
actually NEED Jars and Lids for this years and will be available for collection from there
harvest … bear in mind that at least some of on Wednesday 8th August.
our members already do.
If you want a copy of the order form e-mailed
But now is the time to place orders anyway. to you, please just let me know on:
What you don’t use will keep for next year!
And you DO need to be planning for Autumn
varroa treatments.
As announced in the May
, Reigate BKA
is again providing an ordering service for
members who want to buy Jars and Lids, as
well as Apiguard, Oxalic and Acetic acid
Treatments.

richardi.stuart@me.com

Club Extractor Hire
We also have four extractors available for
weekly hire, at a cost of £5 for a week plus a
£5 deposit.

There are two 9 frame electric extractors, one
9 frame manual extractor and one 2 frame
Orders placed with the club will be delivered
manual extractor.
directly to Henfold for collection on a
Wednesday night, thereby avoiding the If you want to hire an extractor again please
significant carriage costs associated with contact me directly. They will be available on a
deliveries of glass and acid.
first come first served basis.
If you want to take advantage of this service Please do make sure you clean the
please collect an order form from me on a equipment thoroughly before returning it.
Wednesday evening and return it with full
payment no later than Wednesday 25th July. We also have a capping tray and settling tank
available for hire, ask me for details.
Orders received after this date or without
Richard Stuart
payment will not be processed.
Bee Facts

Did you know ?

The shaft of the bee’s sting is in a hollow tube, like a hypodermic needle, and the tip is barbed,
like a porcupine quill. Bee venom is acidic, whereas wasps have an alkali venom. Many
remedies are suggested for bee stings, such as applying a paste of baking soda and water.
But the best advice is keep some antihistamine cream and /or tablets handy.
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Swarm Stories
Salfords Barn Feral Nest Recovery

by Richard Woodhouse

This story began with a call on 28th May,
referred via Paul Cleaver, from a Salfords
resident, about bees nesting in a newly erected
timber clad barn, now in use as a wood store.
The nest was in a cavity between the cladding
and an internal plywood partition. The entry
point was a small knot hole in one of the
horizontal timber boards, about 7 ft above
ground level. A builder, who had been trying to
carry out further work outside the barn, had
been stung when he tried to block the hole. At
first he and the site owner wondered whether
these might be carpenter bees. But they were
in large numbers, and from the description
given to him, Paul had thought they were
probably honey bees.
The next day I investigated, and found Paul was
absolutely right. These were indeed honey
bees, and they were flying in and out of the
hole in large numbers. However, the nest must
have been fairly recent, because the barn had
only been erected a few weeks ago.

My aim was to break open the cladding to get
at the nest, transfer the comb and bees into a
nuc box, and then close up the cavity. One
decision was clear – all this would have to be
done from outside the barn. The internal
plywood partition would be much more difficult
to break open, and there was not enough room
inside the barn, as virtually this whole area was
fully stacked high with logs.
I could not have found a better helper than
Vince Gallo, who with typical enthusiasm and
efficiency, readily agreed to join me in this
enterprise.
On the morning of 6th June, in a brief sunny
interlude in another period of dismal weather,
we tackled the challenge. Using crow bar and
hammer claw, and sawing where necessary, we
prised off enough of the timber cladding to
reveal four lovely parallel frames of fresh comb.
These contained brood in all stages, with stores
and pollen and of course lots of bees. Having
mounted a nuc box on a table nearby, and
made an opening in the cladding wide enough
for us to pull out the sections of comb.

Removal of the bees was urgent because the
builders needed to carry out more work near
We carefully removed the combs one by one,
the nest.
trimming each one to suitable size by knife.
The usual problem about First to allow removal
removal in such cases is from the cavity, and
that extrication of the then to fit the pieces of
nest proves impossible. comb into empty frames,
in
between
Not only because of wedged
difficulty of access, but elastic bands. We then
also because the building put the frames carefully
owner is understandably into the nuc box. Praise
reluctant to agree to the be, after suitable surgery
cost and trouble of the four sections of comb
breaking in to access the nest, and the filled five brood frames,
then almost exactly and
subsequent repairs.
conveniently filled the
Here however, the nest was easily accessible nuc box!
from ground level, and we had permission to
Having completed this transfer, we drove out
break into the timber structure. And builders
any remaining bees from the cavity as best we
were already on site, able to lend us tools and
could, first by scooping them out, then brushing
willing to carry out any repairs.
them out, and finally by spraying the cavity
liberally with repellent. This process only had
So, exceptionally it seemed that extrication
to be repeated once or twice, and we had the
might be feasible. I therefore agreed to try to
cavity cleared of bees. We then quickly boarded
recruit someone to help me on a return visit.
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Did we see the Queen during this operation?
No, there wasn’t time, but we knew she was
there in the first place, because of the presence
of eggs, and the settled nature of the bees. Also
when we saw fanning at the entrance to the
nuc box, and no re-gathering on the outside
The whole operation barn cladding, we felt satisfied we had got her
took about three hours. into the nuc box.
During all this time, the
bees were wonderfully We left the hive in place on the table for Vince
docile - though of to remove when the bees were all in, which he
course we were fully did successfully at dusk on the following day,
protected, and had a lit 7th June. There were no bees left on the
smoker to hand. One cladding then, and only a few outside the
help I think was that we entrance, which Vince managed to scoop up.
managed to place the
Another successful venture for the ‘Swarm
front entrance of the
Squad’ and recent recruit Vince Gallo.
box as near as possible
to the position of the
Richard Woodhouse
original entry hole.

up again, replacing the timber planks, which
were re-nailed to close off the cavity. The
original entry hole itself, and any other
remaining gaps, we sealed with clay lumps,
which were in plentiful supply on the ground
around us!

Beekeepers Advice & Tips
July Tips Checklist
Following the abnormally poor weather and the NBU warning about starving colonies in June,
the topical advice continues to be check the stores in the supers and brood box, and if these
are below 7 Kg…………… feed your bees !!
Remember that large starving colonies can take over a gallon of syrup very quickly.
● Inspect for queen cells and brood diseases in the early part of the month, but keep
disturbance of the bees to a minimum during the later half of the month.
● Monitor the varroa fall. Plan your varroa treatment and order the products required.
● Order your honey jars, lids and other extraction requirements.
● Frames full of honey stores can be moved to the outer side of the super, placing empty
frames into the middle. A super can be filled in less than one week with a good honey flow.
● If you are lucky and do have full supers, the honey can be extracted.
● Re-queen over defensive colonies.
● Order your varroa treatments, honey jars and lids - (See Equipment New article.)
● Order your sugar and other feed requirements for the Winter.
● Continue to keep records for every hive.
● Consider making a nuc to take through the Winter. You need a queen or queen cell, bees
and brood. Two frames of brood, one hatching and one unsealed, and a frame of stores.
.……..adapted from Northants BKA website
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Library News
Book Donations
Further donations to our library are
always welcome.

‘The Bee Friendly Garden’ by Ted
Hooper and Mike Taylor, published
in 2006 and kindly donated by
Richard Ramsden, is the latest
addition to the RBKA Library

I would also appreciate book
suggestions for me to include on
our ‘Wish List’ for the time when we
have some spare cash to buy new
books!

It is a beautifully illustrated book
aimed at the gardener even more
than the beekeeper, although with
Ted Hooper as co-author you
know it will be a worthwhile book.

Audrey Gill
Authors - Ted Hooper and Mike Taylor
Publisher - Marston House
Price - around £13

Thank you Richard.
Rating

A poetic challenge contributed by Graham Fyson
Sometime during the Spring of 1947, my English master, possibly to get away from
Julius Caesar for a while, read from his Punch magazine a little poem which went:Mrs Gorm, my aunt Eloise
was stung to death by savage bees.
Her husband, prebendary Gorm
brought his net, and took the swarm.
He’s issuing a book next May
on ………………………………………………………
……..and he invited us to guess the last line!
Can you compose an original, possibly topical, perhaps even outrageous, or may
be you know the Punch 1947 version last line?
Please send your answers to the

editors for next months edition.

Who to contact for assistance
Chairman

Paul Cleaver

cleaver.paul@googlemail.com

01306 730188

Hon Secretary

Jacqui Essen

jandjessen@btinternet.com

01342 842244

Hon Treasurer

Andrew Buchanan

andrewb38@btinternet.com

01306 712773

Membership

Michael Hill

mikehillbees@googlemail.com

01306 730668

Librarian

Audrey Gill

beelady@btinternet.com

01293 784161

County Exam Secretary

Celia Perry

beeexams@hotmail.co.uk

07903 991120

Adam Leitch

adam.leitch@gmail.com

Richard Woodhouse

rwdhse@ntlworld.com

01737 247395

Richard Stuart

richardi.stuart@me.com

07971 854652

Alan Byham

alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk

01306 611016
07775 119447

Editor

Richard Bradfield

richard.d.bradfield@btinternet.com

01372 379222

Editor

Graham Pooley

grahampooley@aol.com

01342 842559

Website Master
Swarm Coordinator
Quartermaster
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